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Mars, Earth, and  Venus have iron cores 
and iron rich surfaces 

Mercury has an iron core but the 
surface is iron poor- WHY? 

Image credit: NASA/ESA 



We have no sample returns from Mercury 

Only information from indirect studies - 
such as the composition of Mercury’s 
exosphere. 

If mineralogy of the surface is known we 
could constrain the formation process of 
the planet. 



Mercury’s Exosphere 
Na is found in 
Mercury’s exosphere.  
Is the Na sputtered 
from the surface by 
solar wind ions?  
If it is - we can use this 
to constrain the 
mineralogy of the 
planet and its 
formation. Killen et. al. (private communication)  



Sputtering Studies to Date  

Few theoretical or experimental studies 
from regolith-like loose powders. 
Most studies have used slabs: it is not 
known how to translate this to regoliths. 



The Savin group 
is experimentally 
simulating 
sputtering by 
solar wind ions. 

Ion 
Beam 

Sampl
e 



Catcher foils located at opening of half dome, not all of 
which are visible in the image above.  

Sampl
e 
Mount 
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Goals for the REU 

Provide theoretical predictions to 
compare to proof-of-principle 
measurements. 

Compute sputtering data using 
SDTrimSP. 

Analyze SDTrimSP output using Python. 
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SDTrimSP 

Monte Carlo program that simulates 
atomic impacts onto an amorphous target.  
User specifies impact atom, energy, and 
angle, and also substrate composition.  
Binary collision approximation (ignores 
many body effects). 
Outputs sputtered particle velocity 
vectors.  



Coordinate System 

Needed to translate 
laboratory coordinate 
system onto 
SDTrimSP coordinate 
using Euler Angles. 
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Commissioning and benchmarking the 
experiment 

Kr on Cu simulations will be conducted 
for proof-of-principle measurements. 

Calculate expected angular distribution of 
resulting sputter yield.  

Map distribution onto catcher foils 



Testing 
SDTrimSP 

Good 
agreement 
between theory 
(SDTrimSP) and 
experiment. 
 
Map results 
onto catcher 
foils 



Python 

Used to read 
the laboratory 
polar and 
azimuthal 
angles of the 
foil locations.   

import numpy as np 
import collections 
 
foil = np.loadtxt('test.txt')               #foil data 
 
dp1 = foil[:,0]                 #polar foil angle in degrees 
da1 = foil[:,1]                 #az foil angle in degrees 
p1 = dp1*(np.pi/180)            #polar angle in radians 
aa1 = da1*(np.pi/180)+(np.pi/2)            #az angle in radians 
 
efx = 7*np.sin(p1)*np.cos(-aa1)       #x location of foils in exper coord (ec) 
efy = 7*np.sin(p1)*np.sin(-aa1)       #y location of foils in ec 
efz = 7*np.cos(p1)                   #z location of foils in ec 
sfx = -efz    #x location of foils in SD coordinates (sdc) 
sfy = efy    #y location of foils in sdc 
sfz = efx    #z location of foils in sdc 
 
foildata = np.column_stack([sfx,sfy,sfz])         #puts data in columns  
 
fx = foildata[:,0]       #foil coordinates from the column stack 
fy = foildata[:,1] 
fz = foildata[:,2] 



Python 

Read sputtered 
particle 
emission 
angles.  

Translate this 
into SDTrimSP 
coordinates. 

particle = np.genfromtxt('partic_back_r_0.dat', skip_header=5, 
skip_footer=2) 
 
cosp2 = particle[:,13]             #cosine of polar p angle 
cosa2 = particle[:,14]             #cosine of az p angle 
p2 = np.arccos(cosp2)               #polar particle angle 
aa2 = np.arccos(cosa2)               #az particle angle 
 
px1 = -7*np.cos(p2)                       #x location of particles 
py1 = 7*np.sin(p2)*np.sin(-aa2)             #y location of particles 
pz1 = 7*np.sin(p2)*np.cos(-aa2)             #z location of particles 
 
particledata = np.column_stack([px1,py1,pz1]) 
 
px = particledata[:,0]           #particle coordinates from the column 
stack 
py = particledata[:,1] 
pz = particledata[:,2] 



Python 

Map sputtered 
particles onto 
foil locations. 

Used  
R2≥(x-a)2+(y-b)2+(z-
c)2 

R = 0.501280412             #radius of sphere above the foil radius  
fcount = 0               #foil counts 
pcount = 0               #particle counts   
radii = [] 
foilnum = []            #number list of foils hit by particles  
particlenum = []        #number list of particles hitting foils 
 
while pcount < 5000000:                  #number of different particles 
        while fcount < 41:                          #41 different foils 
            xx = (px[pcount]-fx[fcount])**2         #reads them numerically      
            yy = (py[pcount]-fy[fcount])**2 
            zz = (pz[pcount]-fz[fcount])**2 
            r = (xx+yy+zz)**(1/2) 
            if r <= R: 
                radii.append(r) 
                foilnum.append(fcount+1)               #foil number particle on 
                particlenum.append(pcount+1)        #particle number hit foil 
            fcount += 1 
        fcount = 0 
        pcount += 1        
 



Python 

Count number 
of particles 
hitting each 
foil. 

foilnum.sort()                       #sorts the foils in numeric order 
sputterdata = np.column_stack([foilnum,particlenum])   
 
freq = collections.Counter(foilnum)         #number of particles 
hitting each foil 
freqa = list(freq.keys())                   #key foil numbers 
freqb = list(freq.values())                 #num of times each foil hit 
frequencydata = np.column_stack([freqa,freqb])   #into columns 
print(frequencydata) 



Sputtered Yield Results 

Ran three simulations at 20 keV: 

Normal incidence w/ 5*106 counts (Sputter Yield = 9.06). 

 45 degrees incidence w/ ~1.7*106 counts and with 5 
million counts (Sputter Yield = 17.83). 

These simulations calculated the expected angular 
distribution for each angle of incidence. 



Histogram 
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Research Findings 

Created a python code for reading foil 
and particle locations, and then mapped 
the particles onto the different foils. 

SDTrimSP output for the azimuthal 
angle  was ambiguous, thus the 45 
degree incidence results were not 
completed  



What I Learned 

Became more proficient in 
Python and debugging code.  

How to conduct research in 
preparation for graduate 
studies. 
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Thank you! 

 

Questions? 


